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Abstract 
Robot dexterity remains inferior to human, yet we have slower motors, communication and computation. How do we do 
it? I will review evidence that dynamic primitives are the key. These dynamic behaviors emerge from neuro-mechanics 
without continuous central intervention. Classes include oscillations, sub-movements and mechanical impedances, the 
latter to manage physical interaction. Evidence is found in the behavior of arm amputees and patients recovering after a 
stroke. Recent work showed that unimpaired subjects cannot sustain the discreteness of rapid actions but ‘default’ to 
rhythmic performance. Conversely, rhythmicity of very slow oscillations cannot be sustained; instead performance 
‘breaks down’ into a sequence of sub-movements. Moving an object with internal oscillatory dynamics (motivated by a 
cup of coffee) is best described by a sub-movement sequence predicted by input-shaping theory. To obviate reactive 
corrections, humans seek predictability; in fact, predictability out-weighs effort. Predictability is enhanced by movement 
smoothness, which underlies the widely-reported 2/3 power speed-curvature relation in human movements. Remarkably, 
subjects’ ability to manage physical interaction with a robot was compromised when robot motion deviated from the 
biological speed-curvature pattern. When curvature variation was eliminated by physical interaction with a circular 
constraint, subjects’ force and motion patterns revealed an underlying speed-curvature relation. Advantages of robot 
control based on dynamic primitives will be presented. 
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